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APPENDIX A:   -   THE CONTEXT 

 

A.1  The layout and connections of the NW Sector 

 

The general layout of the sector is best appreciated from Ordnance Survey Maps # 288 and 289.   

 

To the North, the boundary of suburban Cookridge, Holt Park and Adel with open countryside is very 

clear.  The line of the A58M Inner Ring Road might conveniently be taken as the SE limit: however, 

the inner districts of Burley, Burley Lawn, Little Woodhouse, Bagby Fields and Little London are 

more related in their characters to the City centre than the rest of the sector and an arbitrary boundary 

is drawn beyond them at the City ends of Woodhouse and Monument Moors, Clarendon Road, 

Moorland Road and Royal Park Road.  This corresponds to the edge of the City centre used in the 

annual Leeds Central Cordon Counts (2008 and 2012, reports referenced).  The distance between 

these two boundaries of the sector is ca. 7km.  Only one major road runs across this length, the dual 

carriageway A6120 Outer Ring Road which lies ca. 3km from the N edge of the conurbation. 

 

The NE and N edges to the sector are fairly obviously defined by the valley of the Meanwood and 

Adel Becks which, typically for Millstone Grit country, are for the most part fairly steep sided and 

present topographical barriers to road connections: the valley is largely, and justifiedly, designated as 

Urban Green Corridor.  Along the length only Stair Foot Lane, the A6120, Parkside (gated), Monk 

Bridge Road, Grove Lane and Woodhouse Street and its extensions cross the edge.   

 

The SW edge to the sector is very clearly defined by the Leeds-Harrogate railway line which for much 

of its length runs in a deep cutting before entering Bramhope Tunnel just north of Cookridge and near 

the Leeds and Bradford Airport.  The line is at ordinary ground level only at Horsforth and Burley 

Park Stations: it bridges over the A6120, Spen Lane, Burley Road and the main arterial A65 Kirkstall 

Road.  Other crossings of the line are at Tinshill Lane (Horsforth Station), Butcher Hill and Ashville 

Road (all narrow) and St Michael's Lane (single track, signal controlled).  Near the railway line is a 

sequence of woodland and open parkland spaces which give visual definition to the sector boundary.  

An important feature of the SW edge to the sector is the (steep) rise of ca. 70m from Horsforth Station 

to Cookridge Tower.  It is to be noted that this line is the most heavily used and least satisfactory of 

the commuter rail routes into Leeds (Ref. A.01). 

 

The sector varies in width from the SW to the NE or E edges from little more than 1km to about 3km.  
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Along the length, slightly nearer the N and E than the SW runs the A660.  Very obviously, it has major 

tributaries - Victoria Road, North Lane/Kirkstall Lane, Shaw Lane/Grove Lane, Moor 

Road/Monkbridge Road, Weetwood Lane and Otley Old Road: all lead to large residential areas and 

most cross the sector boundary.  Outnumbering these by perhaps 10:1 are minor tributaries which 

lead directly into residential streets and areas. 

 

The A660 leaves the conurbation at Holt Park and runs through open countryside past Golden Acre 

Park to Bramhope Village and beyond to serve the many small villages in Wharfedale as well as the 

important, though small, towns of Otley, Ilkley and (as far as) Skipton: it joins the A658 to provide 

the second most used route to the Leeds and Bradford Airport.  Beyond Cookridge, Otley Old Road 

and its side roads become very much country lanes but connect to Bramhope, Otley (of course) and 

the Airport. 

 

The Sector is essentially residential, in a very green setting.  There is the necessary local infrastructure 

of schools and individual shops.  The many small businesses do not have major transport 

requirements, though, of course, large retail outlets (ASDA at Holt Park and Sainsbury's and others 

in Headingley Centre) clearly do. 

 

 

A.2  Populations and public transport access in the sector or served by 

  the A660. 

 

Leeds' population is currently ca. 800,000.  There are 16 radial routes into the City, which suggests 

50,000/sector served by each.  (The Leeds Central Cordon Counts, (Ref. A.02) limit this to 7 sectors, 

but the recorded traffic flows suggest that A660 carries only slightly more than 5% of the total traffic 

going into the City Centre, which corresponds more nearly to 1/16th of the total.)  But the population 

is biased towards the North of the City by ca. 2:1, so the estimate should be ca. 70,000.  Also, the 

population of Inner NW sector is seasonally swollen by students (in HMO's) who number ca. 30,000 

(although this is falling as accommodation purpose built for students in the City centre and areas like 

Burley is becoming available).  Occupations in the Sector are concerned mainly with education due 

to the proximity of three universities.)  So a reasonable adjusted estimate of the sector population is 

60-100,000.  (In the Statement of Case by First West Yorkshire - DfT Ref. TWA/13/APP/04/OBJ/923 

- the population of the narrower Northern "corridor" is given at Table 5, p17, as 33,000.)  We can 

estimate that ca. 1/2 would be of “working” age and need access to transport, i.e. 30-50,000: we can 

similarly estimate that perhaps only one third to one half of these would wish to travel during peak 
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times, i.e. 12-25,000 from the conurbation itself.  As indicated in the Section above, opportunities 

for this travelling population to move laterally to use major trunk routes or even minor roads into the 

Centre are limited by topography and the railway, so that the A660 is the principal choice. 

 

It must be pointed out that the City centre (including the universities' area) is not the exclusive 

destination for travellers in the sector: Headingley centre, with its shops, convenience stores, medical 

centre, professional services and restaurative and entertainment facilities, not to mention offices and 

small businesses, is a major destination, from all directions.  The provision of parking and good public 

transport for Headingley, generally and for match days at the Rugby and Cricket grounds, is an 

ongoing concern. 

 

The areas served by the A660 are curiously lop-sided, caused by the proximity along parts of the 

route of the steep-sided valley of the Meanwood Beck.  It is this proximity which over the decades 

has bedevilled discussions on the possibility of a Headingley by-pass. The residential areas (e.g. 

Woodhouse Cliff) on the east side of A660 are narrow, except for the spreads down the Monkbridge 

Road/Grove Lane areas: many residents in these latter areas use the Meanwood Road as their 

preferred route into town, while Woodhouse Cliff residents can only escape to the A660, Headingley 

Hill and Lane.  Further out on the east side are the enclave of the Foxhills and the community of Adel, 

currently served by the No. 28 bus and Weetwood Lane. 

 

Residents of Woodhouse and Little Woodhouse, which spreads down to the A65, tend to walk into 

the university and City Centre areas or to use the Burley and Kirkstall (A65) Roads as access.  From 

Hyde Park Corner northwards and to the west of A660 are the considerable areas of Victorian housing 

in Hyde Park, spreading northwards into Headingley proper, with some inter-war building in the 

Buckinghams.  Some residents here use A660, but many prefer to use Cardigan Road and Burley 

Road as highway routes, or the railway from Headingley and Burley Park stations, for access to the 

centre.  As noted at §2.12 in the Programme Entry Business Case, p10/87, “The inner parts of the 

corridor are characterised by lower incomes, low car ownership and high housing density.”  What 

the analysis fails to mention are that the occupancy of dwellings is very high (Houses in Multiple 

Occupation) but that many occupants are present in Leeds for only 8 months of the year and that 

traffic on A660 flows quite freely out-of-term.  The amount of on-street parking during term time, 

absent during vacation, belies the claim of low car ownership. 

 

Residents to the north of the Headingley Lane section of A660 are constrained by the topography to 

use A660, but for residents of central Headingley there is the alternative of Cardigan Road and the 
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frequent Nos. 19 and 56 bus services to town, so that perhaps only half come to A660.  The residential 

areas of Far Headingley, Weetwood and West Park (east of Spen Lane) are well described in the 

eponymous Neighbourhood Design Statement of 2006 (adopted by Leeds City Council as 

Supplementary Planning Guidance, (Ref. A.03) and about to be superseded by a revision).  The open 

parkland of the contiguous Beckett's Park, Queen's Wood and West Park Fields is an effective 

separator for transport purposes of potential A660 users from users of the other routes noted below, 

and few travellers will cross to use any service on A660.  This is a relatively affluent area, with higher 

car ownership than the rest of the A660 sector, although there is a preference for using lower 

environmental impact public transport to the City when possible.  The southern part of West Park and 

that to the west of Spen Lane tend to use not the A660 but Spen Lane itself and Queenswood Drive, 

and the No.19 bus service, or Butcher Hill and Hawksworth Road to the A65, to approach the City.  

For the remainder, the A660 is the essential route into town, complemented by Weetwood Lane: 

currently this route is well served by the Nos. 1, 6, 28 and 97 bus services. 

 

Because of the walking distances involved few, if any, of the residents using the alternative Spen 

Lane, Kirkstall Hill, Queenswood Drive, Burley Road and Cardigan Road routes to the centre will 

move to using public transport on the A660. 

 

North of the A6120 Leeds Outer Ring Road lie considerable, more modern, residential areas.  To the  

east of A660 there is only essentially ribbon development on one short stretch before the conurbation 

ends, although roads do link the community of Adel to the main road and the No. 1 service: many 

residents here use Weetwood Lane and the No. 28 bus.  Residents to the more populous west side of 

A660 use A660 and the essential No. 1 service.  To the west, but immediately north of A6120 are the 

extensive residential areas of Lawnswood, Ireland Wood and the Silk Mills: these are linked together; 

and to town by the No. 6 bus service down Otley Old Road and A660; the No. 19/19A services via 

the Queenswood Drive to Burley Road route; the No. 97 bus service passes Horsforth station then 

skirts these areas to the west before joining A660 at West Park roundabout: all are essential links.  

The No. 50 bus service runs from Horsforth Station to town via Low Lane and Morris Lane, but is 

scarcely relevant as an alternative for the A660 route. 

 

Because the railway line defines the edge of the area the two stations at Headingley and Horsforth    

lie at its extreme W edge and are accessible from the sector to relatively few: there is also the 

reservation that trains tend to be already filled with travellers from further afield. 

 

Further out and straddling the Otley Old Road, the extensive residential areas of Holt Park, Tinshill, 
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Tinshill Moor and Cookridge have no direct public transport to Leeds other than from Holt Park 

Centre and the distant Horsforth Station and their bus services: however, the Nos. 31/32 services are 

circulars linking all these outer areas together and also to services on A65. 

 

Because of the distances involved and the topography few, if any, of the residents living more than a 

few yards to the west from Otley Old Road and Holt Park Centre will walk to use public transport 

from Holt Park or on the A660: however, the Nos. 31/32 bus services circulating these estates between 

Horsforth station and Holt Park Centre currently act as feeders for the Nos. 1 and 6 services, and this 

could be much extended to attract bus users. 

 

During University Terms special bus services (variants on Nos. 92/93) are run from the larger 

residences for students directly to or into university campuses, particularly the so-called Headingley 

Campus of Leeds Beckett University.  In part, these duplicate the routes of Nos. 28 and 56, but they 

do not go beyond St Chad's Drive in Headingley.  The services are available to the general public. 

 

Many travellers, mainly in private vehicles, cross the sector completely using the A6120 Outer Ring 

Road; or (necessarily using short sections of the A660)the route between Monkbridge Road/Grove 

Lane and North Lane to Cardigan Road/Kirkstall Lane; and Woodhouse Street to Park Road and 

Victoria Road.  Because of the restricted connectivity with adjoining areas, and apart from the use of 

the Meanwood Road and services from Horsforth Station area, very few people move - in either 

direction - across the sector boundaries to access routes or transport. 

 

The conclusion to be drawn from these two Sections is that the possibilities for attracting 

clientele to public transport on A660 from beyond the residential area boundaries from 

which A660 currently draws, or even from the periphery of the sector, are extremely 

limited.  The contribution from current and prospective residential developments in the 

sector will also be small and more than balanced by demographic changes, particularly 

within Headingley.   

 

 

 

A.3  Traffic flows on the A660 and its tributaries. 

 

Nationally reported data show that traffic flows in West Yorkshire, and specifically in Leeds, have 

been falling since 2005 (before the onset of the economic crisis) by about 0.4%pa: there is no reason 
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to believe that A660 differs in this respect from the generality, andgood reason to suspect that decline 

is greater here because of the changing demographic of student accommodation (Ref. A.04). 

 

Some surveys (Refs. A.02; 05) suggest that up to 60% of vehicles using A660 into the City centre 

originate outside the A6120 Outer Ring Road.  This may well be true, but is hardly to the point.  While 

for some sectors of the City the A6120 provides an effective demarcation of the limit of contiguous 

housing, the segment westwards from A660 round to the A65, which includes Cookridge, 

Lawnswood, the Silk Mills, Tinshill and Holt Park (around the A660 and Otley Old Road) and Upper 

Horsforth, contains a vast and dense distribution of dwellings.  Much of this was created in the 1960's 

and 70's when swathes of inner South Leeds were relocated to the more pleasant northern suburbs as 

deliberate Council policy. 

 

 

Out-of-town versus within Sector traffic. 

 

In fact it is certain that less than 20% - and probably as little as 10% - of vehicles using A660 towards 

the City centre originate beyond the contiguous Leeds conurbation.  Apart from vehicles delivering 

to shops and occasional quarry and livestock transport, little heavy commercial traffic uses this route.  

Thus, such traffic problems on A660 as there are have to be considered in terms not of shifting large 

numbers of vehicles or people from outside the periphery into the centre without hold-ups, but in 

terms of facilitating local travel for local residents constrained to move essentially within a sector of 

the City.  Proposals for traffic and transport management must fully take this distinction into account, 

as also the fact that by no means all of the users of the A660 end their journey in the City centre. 

 

People come into Leeds along A660 for all reasons and at all times from Bramhope, Pool, Otley, 

Ilkley and the many villages in Wharfedale, as well as from Keighley and Skipton in Airedale.  The 

Leeds Central Cordon Count, 2011, and other sources, (Ref. A.02; 05) suggests that these number 

little more than 10% of total travellers and vehicles using the A660 (i.e. up to about 2,000) and that 

the balance of public and private transport users in this group seems much the same as for more local 

travellers. 

 

Skipton and the Wharfedale towns have a reasonably frequent and well used express bus service 

(X84) which does not pick up inside the A6120 Outer Ring Road inbound, or set down outbound.  

Ilkley is very well served by a frequent train service into Leeds City Station. 
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Parallel routes. 

 

The routes parallel to A660 are minor, essentially residential roads: they already take a good deal of 

Peak Flow traffic and are unsuited to taking further traffic displaced from A660 as a result of increased 

congestion (and fed from “rat runs” through those residential areas). 

 

Transverse routes. 

 

It is characteristic of local distributor roads that there may be many crossings carrying, in aggregate, 

similar numbers of vehicles to the “main” route. In the case of the A660 within the conurbation  there 

are all the residential area feeder roads along its length, down to Victoria Road and all of these require 

egress onto the main road.  Further in, there are complex conflicts at Hyde Park Corner and Clarendon 

Road, where traffic leaves A660 as well as joining.  In addition, there are the through cross routes: 

the number of these is restricted by the topography and therefore traffic volumes and the possibility 

of conflicts are high.  The focal points for the A660 are the A6120 Ring Road together with the Otley 

Old Road junction; Moor Road/Weetwood Lane; and Grove Lane/North Lane. 

 

 

Any transport and traffic management scheme for a local distributor road has to be 

capable of meeting the requirement for passage of transverse traffic to be no less free 

than before, since the transverse traffic has no possibility of benefitting from the scheme. 

 

 

 

A.4  Essential character of the A660. 

 

The material presented above shows quite clearly that the A660 serves pre-eminently as a local 

distributor road (as noted by Buchanan, 1963, Ref. A.06).  Only 10-15% of vehicles and travellers 

reaching the line of the Leeds Central Cordon Count originate beyond the conurbation.  More vehicles 

and travellers enter the conurbation from the N, but these diffuse within the conurbation, so that even 

in this case, the road is acting as a local distributor.  Few vehicles and travellers diffuse laterally 

beyond the well-defined edges of the sector except on the major cross routes, and there are many 

which navigate across the Sector on these. 

 

It is also clear that the A660 plays a major role in facilitating movement within the Sector ((Ref. 
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A.05), traffic distribution map). 
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